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1. Introduction  

1.1 [][Confidential to notifying parties].  

1.2 On 27 June 2019, IBL contacted the Competition Commission for a meeting to discuss the 

potential acquisition by IBL of the GCC. At the meeting held on 1st July 2019, IBL informed the 

Executive Director of the Competition Commission of the intention of IBL and GCC to apply for 

merger guidance in relation to the transaction.  On 2nd July 2019, the Executive Director wrote 

to IBL and GCC to inform them of the information and documents to be submitted for the 

application for merger guidance. 

1.3 On the 6th September 2019, the Competition Commission received a joint application [Annex 1-

Confidential to notifying parties], by IBL and GCC (hereafter referred to as “the notifying 

parties”), for its guidance on the proposed acquisition by IBL (together with a financial partner) 

of GCC, whereby IBL will hold [%][Confidential to notifying parties] stake in GCC (the 

“proposed transaction”). Given that the identity of the financial partner was not known and 

revealed to the Competition Commission, the assessment of this report is limited to the 

acquisition of [%] [Confidential to notifying parties]  of GCC by IBL and does not cover the 

said financial partner. The “proposed transaction” as assessed in this report does not include 

the stake of the financial partner of IBL in the acquisition of GCC.   

1.4 IBL, a conglomerate, is a public company limited by shares with an annual turnover in Mauritius 

of about Rs 37 billion and total assets of about Rs 59 billion1. IBL has investment in several 

companies, and in companies operating in the construction sector. Of particular interest to this 

assessment is Manser Saxon Contracting Ltd (hereafter referred to as “MSCL”) which is a 

subsidiary of IBL and which offers mechanical, electrical and plumbing works and building 

construction works.  

1.5 GCC is a public company limited by shares with turnover of about Rs 2.5 billion2 and assets of 

about Rs 3.5 billion3. GCC supplies building construction works and civil engineering works. 

1.6 Following a preliminary assessment of the proposed transaction,  the Executive Director was of 

the view that the transaction may raise certain competition concerns which need to be further 

assessed. As such, an in-depth review of the proposed transaction was launched in the form of 

 
1 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
2 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
3 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
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an investigation under section 51 of the Competition Act 2007 (hereafter referred to as “the 

Act”) and referenced as INV051. The notifying parties were informed accordingly of the 

competition concerns. 

1.7 During the investigation, on 21st November 2019, IBL submitted undertakings pursuant to 

section 63 of the Act with an endeavor to address the competition concerns of the investigation.  

1.8 Following assessment of the undertakings, a Provisional Report of Undertakings was produced 

and issued to the notifying parties for their views and comments. The Provisional Report of 

Undertaking also highlighted the need for IBL to provide for a reporting mechanism on the 

Undertakings. On the 10th February 2020, IBL and GCC submitted their comments to the 

Provisional Report of Undertakings. IBL also committed on a reporting mechanism.   

1.9  Subsequently, this Final Report of Undertakings has been produced and is being submitted to 

the Commission under section 63 of the Act. Section 63 provides that the Commission may, 

after having taken cognizance of the Report of the Executive Director on the matter, determine 

a case on the basis of an undertaking if it considers that the undertaking satisfactorily addresses 

all the concerns it has about any prevention, restriction, distortion or substantial lessening of 

competition.  
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2. Background 

2.1 This chapter provides background information on the proposed transaction, procedural 

background and background on the industry concerned and parties to the transaction.  

The Proposed Transaction 

2.2 IBL, together with a financial partner, is proposing to acquire the entire share capital of GCC, 

currently comprising of an aggregate of 6,651,976 ordinary shares and 5,021,822 redeemable 

preference shares. The contemplated stake of IBL in this joint acquisition will be 

[%][Confidential to notifying parties],and that of the financial partner will be 

[%][Confidential to notifying parties]  as per submissions of notifying parties in their joint 

application for guidance. The consideration for the proposed transaction is an aggregate of Rs 

[][Confidential to notifying parties]4. It was also submitted5 that the proposed transaction is 

not as a result of bankruptcy or insolvency of either one of the notifying parties. 

2.3 The notifying parties submitted6 that the precise acquisition structure and directorship details 

have not been defined as at the date of the application (that is, as at 6th September 2019) as IBL 

is still in discussions with the financial partner regarding the acquisition. The notifying parties 

submitted7 that the entirety of the business of GCC is subject to the proposed transaction, with 

the exception of certain non-core assets. GCC has as subsidiaries: Mauritius Building Co Ltd, 

Steel Reinforcement Co Ltd, Quick Buil Ltd, Brass Products Ltd. B.R.E Ltd is an associate company 

of GCC. As per the condition precedent to the proposed merger and based on the letter of 

intent, GCC will be restructured to exclude the above-listed subsidiaries and associate, save for 

Brass Products Ltd8. 

2.4 The notifying parties submitted9 that the “addition of GCC as a subsidiary within IBL’s Building 

& Engineering cluster will represent a major step towards IBL achieving its strategic ambition of 

participating in sustainable growth of the building construction and civil engineering 

 
4 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
5 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
6 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
7 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
8 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
9 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
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construction industries in Mauritius”. It was submitted that the acquisition of GCC will 

strengthen IBL’s portfolio of activities as a diversified group in Mauritius10. 

2.5 For the purposes of this Report, the Competition Commission is assessing the acquisition of 

stake in GCC by IBL only and excluding any control obtained by the financial partner.  

Procedural Background 

2.6 In a press article dated 25th June 2019, the Competition Commission took cognizance of the 

potential acquisition of GCC by IBL. [][Confidential to notifying parties]  

2.7 On 27th June 2019, IBL contacted the Competition Commission for a meeting to discuss the 

proposed transaction with the Executive Director. At the meeting held on the 1st July 2019, IBL 

informed the Executive Director of the intention of IBL and GCC to apply for merger guidance in 

relation to the proposed transaction. On  2nd July 2019, letters were sent to both GCC and IBL 

to inform them of the information and documents to be submitted for the application for 

merger guidance. As such, the notification and requested information was awaited.  

2.8 On 6th September 2019, the Competition Commission received the joint application for the 

guidance of the Competition Commission on the proposed transaction. 

2.9 Following assessment, the Executive Director had reasonable grounds to believe that the 

transaction amounted to a reviewable merger situation within the meaning of the Act.  

2.10 During the assessment, the Executive Director had reasonable grounds to believe that the 

transaction was likely to qualify as a merger situation and may result in substantial lessening of 

competition in the markets for the supply of building construction services and the supply of 

Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (hereafter referred to as ‘MEP’) works within the meaning 

of Section 48 of the Act. 

2.11 On 21st October 2019, the notifying parties were therefore informed by way of letter and during 

a factual meeting, of the competition concerns identified by the Executive Director with respect 

to the proposed transaction and the launch of an in-depth assessment into the proposed 

transaction in the form of an investigation (referenced as ‘INV051’). 

 
10 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
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2.12 During the meeting, both parties expressed that they were willing to resolve the matter through 

undertakings. On  21st November 2019, undertakings were submitted by IBL under section 63 

of the Act to allay the competition concerns identified by the Executive Director.  

2.13 The Executive Director therefore assessed the undertakings. Information were sought from 

various parties. Parties who expressed concerns on the proposed transaction were invited to 

provide their views on the undertakings.  

2.14 After provisional assessment, the Executive Director was of the view that the undertakings of 

IBL indeed satisfactorily address the competition concerns of the Competition Commission and 

issued the Provisional Report of Undertakings on the 29th January 2020 to the notifying parties. 

Nonetheless, in the Provisional Report of Undertakings, the Executive Director put forward the 

view that IBL must also provide periodic reports to the Competition Commission, to 

demonstrate the implementation and enforcement of the undertakings. The Executive Director 

was of the view that IBL should further provide a reporting mechanism where it shall report to 

the Competition Commission on the implementation and enforcement of the undertakings, 

within six (6) months from the completion of the transaction and thereon yearly basis for a 

period of three (3) years.  

2.15 In a letter dated 10th February 2020, IBL submitted the reporting mechanism requested by the 

Executive Director as part of the undertakings and provided supporting documentation on the 

implementation of the undertakings. The notifying parties also submitted their response to the 

Provisional Report of Undertakings in the same letter [Annex 8-Confidential to notifying 

parties]. The Executive Director has subsequently proceeded with producing this Final Report 

on the undertakings considering the views and comments of the notifying parties where 

appropriate. 

Background of IBL, MSCL and GCC 

2.16 The main parties to this investigation are the notifying parties, that is, IBL and GCC. This section 

provides background information on IBL and GCC. IBL has several subsidiaries and one which 

was of interest to this assessment is MSCL and therefore the background on MSCL is also 

provided. 

IBL 

2.17 IBL is a public company limited by shares with Business Registration Number C07001778, having 

its registered office at IBL House, Caudan Waterfront 11307, Port-Louis. IBL’s annual turnover 
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in Mauritius for the year 2018 is about Rs 37 billion and its assets are Rs 59 billion11. IBL is a 

conglomerate group which is present in various sectors of the economy through investment 

and holdings in several companies across: commercial, financial services, building and 

engineering, agro, logistics, manufacturing and processing, hospitality, life and property12. 

2.18 The Building and Engineering Cluster of IBL had generated a revenue of Rs 8.6 billion13 for the 

year ending June 2018 for the Group. IBL’s Building and Engineering Cluster is active in 7 

countries. The companies within the Building and Engineering cluster of IBL are: MSCL, United 

Basalt Products Ltd (“UBP”), Construction and Material Handing Co Ltd (“CMH”), Scomat Ltée, 

ServEquip,  DieselActiv, and Chantier Naval de l’Ocean Indien (“CNOI”). These companies are 

briefly described below.  

2.19 CNOI is one of the ‘leading’ ship repair and ship-building yards in the Indian Ocean. Launched in 

2001, CNOI shipyard provides the following services for ships: mechanics, steelworks, 

pipeworks, painting, tank coating, electricity, electronics, hydraulic cooling system, carpentry, 

bilge and tank cleaning.14 

2.20 CMH commercializes solutions for electrical installations, power management systems, 

construction tools, abrasives and selective materials in Mauritius. CMH represents international 

construction equipment manufacturer’s brands such as Ammann, Imer Group, Hyster, Utilev, 

Schaefer, Hilti, Stanley, Beta, DeWalt, Rhodius, Legrand, Schneider, Delta Dore, Telwin, Lastek 

and Arctic Cat15. 

2.21 ServEquip is a team of trained technicians, providing onsite equipment maintenance. ServEquip 

services forklifts, concrete pumps, concrete mixes, cranes, dumpers, air compressors, 

compactors, and container handlers16. 

2.22 Scomat Ltée was set up in 1997 as one of the business units of the IBL Group dealing exclusively 

with Caterpillar products and services17. 

 
11 Integrated Report 2018 IBL Group  
12 https://www.iblgroup.com/ 
13 https://www.iblgroup.com/content/building-engineering 
14 https://cnoi.info/index.php?lang=en 
15 https://www.cmh.mu/construction-equipments 
16 https://www.cmh.mu/servequip 
17 https://www.scomat.com/about-us-0 
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2.23 DieselActiv is a construction equipment provider in Mauritius, which caters for after-sales 

service in the field of electro diesel and hydraulic equipment18. 

2.24 UBP was set up in 1963 and is described as a ‘leader’ in the building material market, especially 

in the building block, aggregate and rocksand segment. UBP’s core activity is the manufacture 

and sale of construction materials. The company also manufactures and markets a wide variety 

of additional concrete products, precast pavements, roof tiles. The market capitalization of UBP 

is Rs 3.5 billion19. 

2.25 In addition to the above-mentioned companies, IBL has also shareholding in Lux Hotels and 

Resorts (56.47%), Bloomage (100%) and Bluelife Ltd (48.99%). Lux Hotels and Resorts is a 

market leading hotel with an international footprint. There are twelve (12) Lux Resorts in six (6) 

countries. In 2018, its revenue was Rs 5.8 billion20. These companies are customers within the 

construction sector.  

2.26 Bloomage and Bluelife Ltd are land promoters, property developers, and asset, property and 

facilities manager with a substantial portfolio of strategically placed, high value property in 

Mauritius, including retail, commercial and hospitality assets21. Bluelife Ltd, as a group, has Rs 

3.2 billion worth of non-current assets as at 30 June 2019. Bloomage Ltd owns and manages 

approximately 100,000m2 of Gross Letting Area 22.  

2.27 Of interest to this assessment is the building construction sector. The companies of IBL active 

in the construction sector can be divided in two categories, namely material and equipment 

suppliers and contractors (who undertake the construction work). The assessment of this report 

is mainly in relation to construction work. As such, the company of IBL which is the most 

relevant to this assessment is MSCL, including its subsidiaries. 

 MSCL 

2.28 MSCL (Business Registration Number: C06011636) was incorporated in 1993 and is registered 

as a private company, limited by shares23. It is registered as a “Grade A” building construction 

works contractor and a “Grade A” MEP works contractor. MSCL is 92.5% owned by IBL24. It 

 
18 www.dieselactiv.com 
19 https://www.ubp.mu/en 
20 Integrated Report 2018 IBL Group 
21 Integrated Report 2018 IBL Group 
22 Integrated Report 2018 IBL Group 
23 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
24 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
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operates in a market which is closely related to that of the target. Incorporated in 1993 and 

based in Mauritius, MSCL is described as a multi-disciplinary construction company with an in-

depth expertise in the fields of MEP, Fit Out interiors, and Facilities Management and 

Aluminium25. The turnover of MSCL is Rs 1.8 billion for the financial year ended 30th June 201826. 

2.29 MSCL serves a wide range of clients in the Indian Ocean and Dubai. The MSCL divisions are as 

follows: MS Interiors, MS Electrical, MS Fire Prevention and Network MS Plumbing, Tornado 

Ltd, MS Facilities, MS Elevators, MS Aluminium, Fit-Out, MS Dubai LLC . When reference is made 

in this report to MSCL and as per the definition of an enterprise under the Act, it will encompass 

entities controlled by it. MSCL also has as subsidiary Systems Building Contracting Ltd, which is 

a supplier of MEP works.  

2.30 Systems Building Contracting Ltd (Business Registration Number: C07042813) is a multi-

disciplinary company established in Mauritius since 1974 which was incorporated in 2002 

specialising in design, installation and maintenance of electrical and mechanical engineering 

services for the building industry27. Its portfolio of clients includes hospitality, renewable 

energy, industry and commercial, offices and residential28. Systems Building Contracting Ltd is 

a subsidiary of MSCL (64.5%)29. 

2.31 Although the main activity of MSCL relates to MEP works, it has recently started supply of 

building construction works. The Competition Commission understands30 that in the year 2018, 

MSCL was engaged in the building construction works market through the construction of and 

renovation of the following hotels: Saint Géran, Lux Grand Gaube and Le Chaland Hotel Ltd. 

GCC 

2.32 Incorporated on the 6th August 195831, GCC is a public company limited by shares with Business 

Registration Number C07001048, having its registered office address at Industrial Zone, Plaine 

 
25 https://mansersaxon.com/about-us 
26 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
27 http://www.systemsbuilding.com/en/ 
28 http://www.systemsbuilding.com/en/ 
29 Information gathered from the Registrar of Companies  
30 Submissions of IBL Ltd in its letter to the Competition Commission dated the 21st November 2019 
31 Corporate Governance Report of GCC submitted as Annex 4 of the Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated 

the 6th September 2019. 
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Lauzan. GCC’s turnover was Rs 2.5 billion32 for the year ended March 2018.  Its profit before tax 

for the corresponding period was about Rs 220 million33. 

2.33 GCC is present in the market for the past 60 years and is described as “among the leading 

engineering, project management and construction company in Mauritius34”. GCC operates in 

the building construction and civil works and civil engineering construction works industries in 

Mauritius. It is registered as a “Grade A” local contractor with the Construction Industry 

Development Board (hereafter referred to as “CIDB”) for (i) building construction works and (ii) 

civil engineering construction works35. GCC undertakes work in all Grades (A-H) for these classes 

of work. It is submitted that 95% of the turnover of GCC is represented by Grades A-D works36. 

2.34 According to information gathered from the website of GCC37, GCC has undertaken a number 

of construction projects for the following segments38: civil roads, commercial, corporate, 

education and culture, hotels and industrial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
32 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
33 From information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
34 https://www.gcc.mu/ 
35 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
36 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
37 https://www.gcc.mu/our-achievements/ 
38 As categorised on the GCC’s website 
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2.35 From the diagram above, the shareholders of GCC are namely: Mr. Jean Claude Maingard, Mr. 

Gerard Jean Paul Didier Adam, Société Paridier, Société du Marais and Société Vademecum39. 

The sociétaires  of Société Paridier are Mr. Jean Paul Adam, Mr. Gerard Jean Paul Didier Adam, 

Mr. Marie Paul Joseph Erick Adam and Mrs. Marie Pauline Adam. The sociétaires  of Société du 

Marais are Mr. Pierre Bernard Arnaud Montagu Dalais, Mr. Patrick Marie Vincent Piat Dalais, 

Mr. Joseph Rene Francois Piat Dalais, Mr. Joseph Jean Pierre Dalais and Mrs. Marie Antoinette 

Nadine Piat Dalais. The sociétaires  of Société Vademecum are Mr. Edgar Arthur Jullienne and 

Mrs. Edgar Arthur Conan Jullienne40. 

2.36 The companies in which GCC has shareholding, as shown in the bottom part of the diagram, are 

namely: Mauritius Building Co Ltd (100%), Steel Reinforcement Co Ltd (99%), Quick Buil Ltd 

(100%), and Brass Products Ltd (100%). The Associate company of GCC is B.R.E Ltd (34.04%)41. 

The Mauritius Building Co Ltd and Steel Reinforcement Co Ltd are dormant companies. Quick 

Buil Ltd is an inactive company42.  

2.37 It was submitted that the board of directors of the subsidiaries of GCC are composed only of 

the GCC and as such, GCC has complete control over the management of its subsidiaries. It was 

also stated that none of the subsidiaries and associate of GCC is involved in the construction 

industry43. 

2.38 Steel Reinforcement Co Ltd was incorporated in 1966 as a public company, limited by shares. It 

is a dormant company44.  

2.39 Quick Buil Ltd (Business Registration Number: C10002821) was incorporated in 1977 and its 

registered address is at the premise of GCC. The nature of its business is: “other manufacturing 

n.e.c employing less than 10 persons”45. As per submission of the parties, this company is 

inactive.  

2.40 Brass Products Ltd (Business Registration Number: C07004477) was incorporated in 1984 as a 

private company limited by shares. Its registered address is at the premises of GCC, and the 

nature of its business is: “importer/manufacturer/seller of gold and silver wares and other 

 
39 Joint application for for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
40 From information gathered from the Registrar of Companies. 
41  Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
42 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
43 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
44 Information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
45 Information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
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precious metals and or stones46”. Its activity is described as rental of property in the parties’ 

submission.  

2.41 B.R.E Ltd is an investment holding company47. It is an associate of GCC.  

2.42 Post-transaction, GCC will be restructured to exclude the above listed subsidiaries and associate 

from the proposed transaction, save for Brass Products Ltd48. 

Background on industry  

2.43 The products and services under consideration in this Final Report are the building construction 

works and MEP works which are part of the construction industry. 

2.44 The construction industry comprises of several line of activities and potential markets. The 

construction industry is regulated by the CIDB which has been set up under the CIDB Act 2008 

(hereafter referred to as “CIDB Act”). The CIDB Act provides that the construction industry 

means the industry dealing with construction works and construction services.  

2.45 Construction work is referred to as the erection, extension, installation, repair, maintenance, 

retrofitting, renewal, renovation, alteration, dismantling or demolition of all types of buildings 

and engineering infrastructure and includes temporary and any preparatory works required to 

undertake the works. Suppliers of construction works are referred as contractors.   

2.46 The CIDB Act (schedule) classifies contractors into three categories namely, building 

construction works, civil engineering works, and MEP works.  

2.47 Contractors for all three grades of contractors (building construction works, civil engineering 

works and MEP works) are graded as the CIDB grading schedule from grades A to H and have to 

be duly licensed by the CIDB. 

2.48 The Executive Director has not included the “civil engineering works” market as part of its 

assessment in this Final Report of undertaking as there is no overlap in this category. It was 

highlighted49 by the notifying parties that the “civil engineering works” is not relevant to the 

 
46 Information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
47 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
48 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
49 Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated the 6th September 2019 
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proposed transaction “to the extent that neither IBL nor its subsidiaries operate in this 

category”. 

Grading of contractors as per the CIDB Act 

2.49 The CIDB has classified contractors/construction companies of the country into grades (Grades 

A-H) as shown in table below. The Competition Commission gathered that the difference in 

grades is defined by the contractors’ capacity to undertake a project, namely with regards to 

their financial ability and expertise to undertake the project as well as the value of the project50. 

It is understood51 that the grading designation has been amended52 to include an additional 

grade A+. 

2.50 The grading of contractors within the amended grading designation is however still ongoing and 

officially as at date, there is no contractor who is graded A+. The Competition Commission is 

therefore referring to the previous grading designation in this Final Report. The table below 

shows the previous grading which is being considered in the context of this Final  Report and 

the amended grading for ease of comparison. 

Grading 

designation 

Value of contract that a contractor 

is allowed to undertake (exclusive 

of VAT) -Previous grading 

Value of contract that a contractor is 

allowed to undertake (exclusive of 

VAT) -Amended grading 

A+ N/A Up to any amount above Rs 500 million 

A Above Rs 250 million Up to Rs 500 million 

B Up to Rs 250 million Up to Rs 350 million 

C Up to Rs 150 million Up to Rs 200 million 

D Up to Rs 75 million Up to Rs 125 million 

E Up to Rs 50 million Up to Rs 75 million 

F Up to Rs 25 million Up to Rs 35 million 

G  Up to Rs 10 million Up to Rs 15 million 

H Up to Rs 5 million Up to Rs 7.5 million 

     Table 1.  Grading designation (Source: CIDB Act) 

 
50 Information gathered during factual meeting held with CIDB 
51 Information gathered during factual meeting held with CIDB 
52 Amended as per Act No.31 of 2016 
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3. The Legal Framework 

3.1 This chapter sets out the legal framework against which the Executive Director has assessed the 

undertakings offered by IBL, in respect of the proposed transaction and the provisions with 

respect to the review of merger situations under the Act. 

3.2 Sub-Part IV of Part III of the Act provides for the “Control of merger situations by the 

Commission”. 

3.3 In determining whether a transaction may be reviewed in light of the merger control provisions 

of the Act, the Act poses a three-pronged test which assesses: 

(a) Whether any transaction has created or is likely to create a merger situation (section 47); 

(b) Whether the enterprises party to the merger situation meet the applicable statutory 

market share threshold (section 48) and; 

(c) Whether this situation has resulted in or is likely to result in a substantial lessening of 

competition (section 48). 

Merger Situation 

3.4 The Act defines a merger situation as “the bringing together under common ownership and 

control of 2 or more enterprises of which one at least carries its activities, in Mauritius, or 

through a company incorporated in Mauritius.”53 

3.5 From the above definition therefore, a merger situation will arise where the following three 

elements are satisfied: 

(a) at least 2 enterprises (as defined under the Act) are involved; 

(b) the enterprises are being brought together under common ownership and control; and 

(c) territorial nexus with Mauritius wherein at the activity of least one of the enterprises is 

carried on in Mauritius or through a body corporate.    

3.6 Section 2(1) of the Act defines an enterprise as “any person, firm, partnership, corporation, 

company, association or other juridical person, engaged in commercial activities for gain or 

 
53 Section 47(1) of the Act 
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reward, and includes their branches, subsidiaries, affiliates or other entities directly or indirectly 

controlled by them”.   

3.7 It has to be assessed whether, post-transaction, the enterprises involved are being brought 

under common ownership and control such that upon completion of the transaction, the 

enterprises would, directly or indirectly, be under common control and ownership. 

3.8 Section 47(2) of the Act stipulates that enterprises shall be regarded as being under common 

control where they are – 

(a) enterprises of interconnected bodies corporate; 

(b) enterprises carried on by 2 or more bodies corporate of which one person has or groups 

of persons have control; or 

(c) 2 distinct enterprises, one carried on by a body corporate and the other carried on by a 

person having control of that body corporate. 

3.9 Section 47(3) of the Act further stipulates that any person may be treated as bringing an 

enterprise under his control where – 

a) he becomes able to control or materially to influence the policy of the enterprise, 

but without having a controlling interest in it; 

b) being already able to control or materially to influence the policy of the 

enterprise, he acquires a controlling interest in it; or 

c) being already able materially to influence the policy of the enterprise, he becomes 

able to control that policy. 

3.10 From the above, 3 levels of controls can be earmarked, namely material influence, ‘de facto’ 

control and controlling interest. Any change in level of these control would be considered that 

the acquirer has brought the target under his control. For instance, an increase from material 

influence to ‘de facto’ control will be considered as the acquirer has brought the target under 

his control. A person may be treated as bringing an enterprise under his control without the 

latter having necessarily a controlling interest in the target. 
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3.11 In light of the provisions of section 47 (3) of the Act, Competition Commission Guidelines 5 

provide that “control” is not limited to the acquisition of outright voting control but includes 

situations falling short of outright control.   

3.12 In determining the existence of control, the focus is on whether control is “capable of being 

exercised”, rather than the actual exercise of such control.  

3.13 Material influence is the lowest level of control that may be acquired and relates to the 

acquirer’s ability to influence the target’s strategic direction and commercial policies. 

3.14  The Competition Commission Guidelines 5 note that assessment of whether material influence 

exists requires a case-by-case analysis of the entire relationship between the merging parties.  

All the relevant circumstances and not only the legal effect of any instrument, deed, transfer, 

assignment or other act need to be considered54. 

3.15 The Competition Commission Guidelines 5 note that there are no precise criteria for 

determining when an acquirer gains “de facto” control of an enterprise’s policies.  As such, a 

case-by-case approach needs to be taken in the light of the particular circumstances of the case.  

“De facto” control will exist where the acquirer despite not having a shareholding of more than 

50% is able to control the target. These may include instances where it is in a position to 

exercise, or control the exercise of, more than one half the maximum number of votes that can 

be exercised at a meeting of the company. 

3.16 The Competition Commission Guidelines 5 provides guidance as to some of the factors which 

may be considered, namely: any agreement which allows a party to influence the enterprise’s 

policies relevant to its key strategic commercial behaviour; financial arrangements between the 

parties which have an effect on competition; circumstances where minority shareholders have 

additional rights which allow them to veto decisions that are essential for the strategic 

commercial behaviour of the enterprise55. 

3.17 Controlling interest is another level of control. Controlling interest is not defined under the Act 

but is deemed to be a shareholding of more than 50% of voting rights. The most obvious 

example will be where a shareholder owns more than 50% of share conferring voting rights.  

3.18 Acquisition of control by stage may give rise to different merger situations.  

 
54 Competition Commission Guidelines 5, paragraphs 2.8-2.9. 
55 Competition Commission Guidelines 5, paragraphs 2.12-2.16. 
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3.19 A merger situation occurs where a person brings two or more enterprises under his control. 

Thus, it must be demonstrated that the acquirer is bringing more than one enterprise under his 

control. This may for example occur where the acquirer already controls an enterprise and has 

acquired control over another enterprise.  

3.20 The last element qualifying a transaction as “merger situation” is the requirement of a territorial 

nexus with Mauritius that would attract exercising jurisdiction over the transaction concerned.  

This requirement is translated by requiring that at least one of the enterprises involved in the 

transaction carries out its activities in Mauritius, or through a body corporate which has been 

incorporated in Mauritius.  This requirement filters out those transactions which neither have 

any direct and immediate economic effect within Mauritius nor involve enterprises which do 

not have any direct or indirect presence in Mauritius. 

Reviewability of merger situations 

3.21 As specified in Section 48 of the Act, merger situations are subject to review by the Competition 

Commission where: 

(a) all the parties to the merger situation, supply or acquire goods or services of any 

description, and will, following the merger, together supply or acquire 30 per cent or 

more of all those goods or services on the market; or 

(b) one of the parties to the merger situation alone supplies or acquires prior to the merger, 

30 percent or more of goods or services of any description on the market; and 

(c) the Commission has reasonable grounds to believe that the creation of the merger 

situation has resulted in, or is likely to result in, a substantial lessening of competition 

within any market for goods or services. 

3.22 A merger situation will be subject to review in accordance with section 48 of the Act where the 

statutory market share thresholds of 30% is met and where the Commission has reasonable 

grounds to believe that the transaction has resulted or may result in a substantial lessening of 

competition (SLC) in any market. 

3.23 The 30% market share is a threshold for further assessment and does not by itself, imply that a 

merger will lessen competition. The 30% market share requirement can be met where any party 

to the merger situation individually meets this threshold or where the combined market share 

of the parties to the merger situation meet that threshold.  
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3.24 Only mergers that substantially, or are likely to substantially, lessen competition will be subject 

to remedy under the Act. While the Act does not define the terms “substantial lessening of 

competition”, Competition Commission Guidelines 5 provide that the concept of a substantial 

lessening of competition implies a reduction, a change compared to something else. 

3.25 A merger gives rise to a substantial lessening of competition when it has a significant effect on 

rivalry over time and therefore on the competitive pressure on firms to improve their offer to 

customers or become more efficient or innovative56. 

3.26 The Competition Commission will assess whether a merger situation is likely to lead to a 

substantial lessening of competition through the following four stages of the assessment of 

competitive effects: 

(a) Market definition 

(b) Counter-factual (what would have happened without the merger) 

(c) Assessment of entry constraints 

(d) Theory of harm and effects 

Market definition 

3.27 In order to determine the relevant market shares, the Competition Commission must conduct 

a market definition exercise to identify the affected markets of the transaction. This exercise is 

conducted in accordance with Competition Commission Guidelines on market definition and 

the calculation of market shares (Competition Commission Guidelines 2). The market definition 

identifies the set of products, and geographic area within which competition occurs57. This 

market is determined through the question of what happens when the price of the product 

changes. The product market is “the set of products which are substitutes for the product being 

examined in any specific investigation”58. 

3.28 Following standard international practice, the Competition Commission will take as its relevant 

market the narrowest candidate market for which a monopolist of all the products in the 

candidate market would be able profitably to increase the price of the product being 

 
56 Merger assessment guidelines of the CMA 
57 Paragraph 2.1 of Competition Commission Guidelines 2 
58 Paragraph 2.7 of Competition Commission Guidelines 2 
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investigated by a small but significant amount (typically 5-10%) over a sustained period59. In a 

review of a merger situation, the “5-10% price increase” will be compared to prices in the 

absence of the merger60.   

3.29 While the geographic market is usually national, there may be instances where certain goods or 

services are supplied on a local basis and the market will therefore be narrower in geographic 

scope.  Similarly, the market may also in certain circumstances be regional or even international 

where barriers to importation are low. 

3.30 Once the relevant market has been defined, the next step is to compute the market shares of 

the enterprises which are parties to the transaction. In establishing whether the 30% market 

share threshold set out under section 48 is satisfied, the Act requires that the share of a group 

(of enterprises) as a whole be used where an enterprise (party to the merger) is either a 

subsidiary of a group or is otherwise party to agreements by which enterprises are 

interconnected within a group61.  For the purpose of assessing market shares, the Competition 

Commission will measure market share by value (i.e. Rupees, as opposed to by volume), at 

delivered cost to the immediate customer for the product under investigation, for the most 

recent full year for which reliable figures are available62. 

3.31 Establishing market share is not only a requirement for reviewability but is also an indicator of 

market power and is used in assessing substantial lessening of competition.  

Counterfactual 

3.32 The counterfactual analysis compares the state of competition in the relevant market pre and 

post the merger transaction or the extent of competition which is lost as a direct result of the 

merger transaction. In most cases, the counterfactual is likely to be the state of competition 

prior to the merger. In this respect, the Competition Commission assesses a substantial 

lessening of competition “by considering how competitive the market was/is before the merger, 

and what is likely to happen after the merger”.63 In certain cases, like where a firm is failing, the 

counterfactual can be different. In some cases, consideration can be given to potential entry.  

 
59 Paragraph 2.16 of Competition Commission Guidelines 2 
60 Paragraph 2.20 of Competition Commission Guidelines 2 
61 Section 49 of the Act. 
62 Paragraph 3.2 of Competition Commission Guidelines 2 
63 Paragraph 3.16 of Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
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Assessment of entry 

3.33 In assessing whether a merger transaction is likely to lead to a substantial lessening of 

competition, the Competition Commission will consider whether entry into the relevant market 

is “sufficiently timely, likely and effective [such] that no long-term damage to competition will 

result”64. In this assessment, the Competition Commission considers what the barriers to entry 

are and to some extent, barriers to expansion. Where entry appears to be sufficiently timely, 

likely and effective, it is then likely that the merged enterprise will be constrained by new 

entrants. Therefore, if the merged enterprise is able to charge high prices because of the market 

power that it gains from the transaction, then this high price will automatically make entry into 

the market attractive. This impending threat of entry will prevent the merged enterprise from 

abusing of any market power which the transaction confers upon it.  

3.34 The Competition Commission considers a timeframe of two years to determine whether entry 

will be sufficiently timely and likely65. The new entrant should also be a viable and effective 

enterprise which “must be expected to grow to represent at least as significant a competitor as 

the enterprise that was eliminated by the merger”66. 

Theory of harm and effects 

3.35 Merger transactions can broadly be classified into two types: horizontal mergers and non-

horizontal mergers. Horizontal mergers are merger transactions between enterprises which are 

actual or potential competitors operating in the same relevant market.  

3.36 Non-horizontal mergers can further be segregated into vertical mergers and conglomerate 

mergers. Vertical mergers are mergers which occur between enterprises which operate at 

different levels of the same supply chain – upstream and downstream.  

3.37 Conglomerate mergers involve firms that operate in different product markets. Generally, they 

do not raise competition issues. However, in specific circumstances, they may give rise to 

competition concerns. One of the main concerns is that they may create non-coordinated 

(unilateral) and coordinated effects. The below has been based on the EU Guidelines on the 

 
64 Paragraph 3.21 of Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
65 Paragraph 3.22 of Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
66 Paragraph 3.23 of Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
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assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of 

concentrations between undertakings67. 

A: Non-Coordinated Effects: foreclosure 

3.38 Non-coordinated effects of a merger result from the change in the market in the absence of a 

tacit or explicit agreement and can lead to foreclosure of competitors. 

3.39 As per the EU Guidelines68, in assessing the likelihood of an anti-competitive foreclosure 

scenario, the following steps are to be followed: 

(a)  Determining whether the merged firm would have the ability to foreclose its rivals; 

(b)  Determining whether the merged firm would have the economic incentive to do so; 

(c)  Determining whether a foreclosure strategy would have a significant detrimental effect 

on competition, thus causing harm to consumers. 

3.40 In practice, these factors are often examined together since they are closely intertwined. 

(a) Ability to foreclose 

3.41 The most immediate way in which the merged entity may be able to use its market power in 

one market to foreclose competition in another is by conditioning sales in a way that links the 

products in the separate markets together. This is done either by tying or bundling. 

3.42 The EU Guidelines69 emphasizes that the specific characteristics of the products may be relevant 

for determining whether any of these means of linking sales between separate markets are 

available to the merged entity. Moreover, in order to be able to foreclose competitors, the new 

entity must have a significant degree of market power. Therefore, the effects of bundling or 

tying can only be expected to be substantial when at least one of the merging parties' products 

 
67 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 

between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 

68 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 
69 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
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is viewed as particularly important by many customers and there are few relevant alternatives 

for that product. 

3.43 For foreclosure to be a potential concern, there must be a large common pool of customers for 

the individual products concerned. The more customers tend to buy both products, the more 

demand for the individual products may be affected through bundling or tying.  

3.44 It is also relevant to consider whether rival firms may employ effective and timely 

counterstrategies that undermine the ability of the merged entity to foreclose.  

(b) Incentive to foreclose 

3.45 As mentioned in the EU Guidelines70, the incentive to foreclose depends on the degree to which 

foreclosure would be profitable.  

3.46 The EU Guidelines71 highlight that pure bundling and tying may entail losses for the merged 

company itself. For instance, if a significant number of customers are not interested in buying 

the bundle, but instead prefers to buy only one product, sales of that product may significantly 

fall. In this context, it may thus be relevant to assess the relative value of the different products.  

3.47 In order to assess the likely incentives of the merged firm, it is relevant to take into account  the 

ownership structure of the merged entity, the type of strategies adopted on the market in the 

past or the content of internal strategic documents such as business plans. 

3.48 In addition, when the adoption of a specific course of conduct by the merged entity is an 

essential step in foreclosure, it is important to examine both the incentives to adopt such 

conduct and the factors liable to reduce, or even eliminate those incentives, including the 

possibility that the conduct is unlawful. 

(c) Overall likely impact in effective competition 

 
70 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 
71 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
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3.49 Tying and bundling may result in a significant reduction of sales prospects faced by single 

component rivals, which may ultimately lead to a reduction in rival’s ability or incentive to 

compete. 

3.50 Foreclosure practices may deter entry by potential competitors. They may do so for a specific 

market by reducing sales prospects for potential rivals in that market to a level below minimum 

viable scale.  In the case of complementary products, deterring entry in one market through 

bundling or tying may also allow the merged entity to deter entry in another market if the 

bundling or tying forces potential competitors to enter both product markets at the same time 

rather than entering only one of them or entering them sequentially. 

3.51 Also, it is highlighted in the EU Guidelines that it is only when a sufficiently large fraction of 

market output is affected by foreclosure resulting from the merger that the merger may 

significantly impede effective competition. If there remain effective single-product players in 

either market, competition is unlikely to deteriorate following a conglomerate merger.  

3.52 The EU Guidelines72 emphasizes that the effect on competition needs to be assessed in light of 

countervailing factors such as the presence of countervailing buyer power or the likelihood that 

entry would maintain effective competition in the upstream or downstream market. 

B: Coordinated effects 

3.53 Coordinated effects are caused by the coordination between undertakings in the market under 

an explicit or tacit agreement. 

3.54 The EU Guidelines73 state that coordination is more likely to happen in markets where it is easy 

to identify terms of coordination and where such coordination is sustainable. It is also explained 

that if foreclosed competitors exit the market, there will be a reduction in the number of firms 

in the market thereby making tacit coordination a real possibility. The EU Guidelines note that 

multimarket competition increases the scope and effectiveness of disciplining. 

Remedies 

 
72 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 
73 Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings. Available at: https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:265:0006:0025:en:PDF
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3.55 Section 61 of the Act deals with potential remedies that may be adopted in merger control and 

is as below: 

“(1) Where the Commission determines, after investigation that – 

(a) an enterprise is a party to a merger situation; and 

(b) the creation of the merger situation has resulted, or is likely to result, in a 

substantial lessening of competition within a market for goods or services, the 

Commission may give the enterprise such directions as it considers necessary, 

reasonable and practicable to – 

(i) remedy, mitigate or prevent the substantial lessening of competition; and 

(ii) remedy, mitigate or prevent any adverse effects that have resulted from, 

or are likely to result from, the substantial lessening of competition”. 

3.56 The Act further states that, inter alia, where the review of a merger situation leads to a finding 

by the Commission that there are adverse effects for competition, it shall, before deciding on 

any appropriate remedial action to be taken (as provided for under Part IV of the Act) consider 

(i) whether there are any offsetting public benefits (provided for under section 50(4) of the 

Act);and (ii) whether and to what extent those benefits, if present, should be taken into account 

when determining the appropriate remedial action to be taken. 

Undertakings 

3.57 Section 63 of the Act provides enterprises with the opportunity to offer the Competition 

Commission undertakings and stipulates that: 

1) “An enterprise may offer a written undertaking to the Commission to address any concern 

that has arisen, or is likely to arise, during an investigation in respect of a restrictive 

agreement subject to investigation, a monopoly situation or a merger situation. 

2) The undertaking may be offered before the start of the investigation or at any stage 

during the investigation. 

3) The Commission may, after having taken cognizance of the report of the Executive 

Director on the matter, determine a case on the basis of an undertaking if it considers that 
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the undertaking satisfactorily addresses all the concerns it has about any prevention, 

restriction, distortion or substantial lessening of competition. 

4) An undertaking accepted by the Commission shall be published by the Commission in the 

form of a decision of the Commission. 

5) An undertaking accepted by the Commission shall have effect as if it were a direction 

under section 60”. 

3.58 The Competition Commission Rules of Procedure 2009 prescribe the content of the 

undertakings and list down its procedural requirements, namely that it shall be signed by at 

least two directors of the enterprise or any other authorized person and shall contain - 

(a) statement of facts; 

(b) details of the alleged concern together with a list of documents or evidence, in support 

of each alleged concern; 

(c) the measures that the enterprise proposes to take as an undertaking to address the 

concerns to the Commission. 

3.59 As such, the Competition Commission may determine a case on the basis of an undertaking if 

the undertaking satisfactorily addresses the competition concerns of that case.  

3.60 The European Commission also makes a distinction between infringement decisions and 

commitment decisions. Where the European Commission accepts a commitment (undertaking 

in terms of the Competition Act in Mauritius), it adopts a commitment decision making them 

binding on the parties without, however, establishing an infringement. The major difference 

between the two types of decision is that a prohibition decision formally “finds that there is an 

infringement whereas a commitment decision does not. Instead of saying whether there has 

been or still is an infringement, a commitment decision only refers to ‘concerns expressed by the 

Commission”74. 

3.61 Pursuant to section 63 of the Act, this report therefore assesses: 

(a) The competition concerns that the transaction may give rise to, which in turn is 

assessed around the merger review framework in terms of: 

(b) Whether the transaction is likely to amount to a merger situation; 

 
74 European Commission – Memo on Commitment Decisions   
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(c) Whether the market share thresholds are likely to be met, and 

(d) Whether the merger situation is likely to result in substantial lessening of competition, 

in which the competition concerns are analyzed. 

(e) Whether the undertakings satisfactorily address the competition concerns identified.  
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4. Merger situation  

4.1 This chapter of the report assesses whether the transaction amounts to a merger situation 

within the meaning of the Act.  

4.2 Section 2 of the Act defines a “merger situation” as the “bringing together under common 

ownership and control of two or more enterprises of which one at least carries its activities, in 

Mauritius, or through a company incorporated in Mauritius.” 

Enterprises 

4.3 It must be determined, firstly, whether GCC and IBL (or entities controlled by it) are enterprises 

within the meaning of the Act under the Act. 

4.4  Incorporated on the 6th August 195875, GCC is a public company limited by shares with business 

registration number C07001048, having its registered office address at Industrial Zone, Plaine 

Lauzan. GCC operates in the building construction and civil engineering construction works 

industries in Mauritius. It is registered as a “Grade A” local contractor with the CIDB and has 

undertaken construction projects for the following segments: civil roads, commercial, 

corporate, education and culture, hotels and industrial. For the year ended March 2018, GCC 

generated a turnover of about Rs 2.5 billion and profit of about Rs 220 million.  GCC offers for 

sales its services on the market and engages in commercial activities for gain or reward. As such, 

GCC is an enterprise within the meaning of the Act.  

4.5 IBL is a public company limited by shares with Business Registration Number C07001778, having 

its registered office at IBL House, Caudan Waterfront 11307, Port-Louis. IBL is a conglomerate 

company and operates in diverse sectors of the economy such as: commercial, financial 

services, building and engineering, agro, logistics, manufacturing and processes, hospitality, life 

and property. For the year 2018, IBL generated a turnover of Rs 37 billion and profit of Rs 2.3 

billion. IBL has several subsidiaries, which are interconnected to it and which are engaged in 

commercial activities for gain or reward. As such, IBL is an enterprise within the meaning of the 

Act.   

4.6  MSCL (Business Registration Number: C06011636) was incorporated in 1993 and is registered 

as a private company, limited by shares76. It is registered as a “Grade A” building construction 

 
75 Corporate Governance Report of GCC submitted as Annex 4 of the Joint application for guidance by IBL and GCC dated 
the 6th September 2019. 
76 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
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works contractor and a “Grade A” MEP works contractor. MSCL is 92.5% owned by IBL77. It 

operates in a market which is closely related to that of the target. Incorporated in 1993 and 

based in Mauritius, MSCL is described as a multi-disciplinary construction company with an in-

depth expertise in the fields of MEP, Fit Out interiors, and Facilities Management and 

Aluminium78. The turnover of MSCL was about Rs 1.8 billion for the financial year ended 30th 

June 201879.  Its profit was about Rs 42 million80 for the corresponding period. MSCL offers its 

services in the market for gain or reward. MSCL is thus an enterprise within the meaning of the 

Act. 

4.7 Systems Building Contracting Ltd (Business Registration number: C07042813) is registered as a 

private company, limited by shares81. It is a multi-disciplinary company established in Mauritius 

since 197482, and incorporated in 200283 and is specialized in the design, installation and 

maintenance of electrical and mechanical engineering services for the building industry84. 

Systems Building Contracting Ltd is a subsidiary of MSCL (64.5%)85. The turnover of Systems 

Building Contracting Ltd was about Rs 327 million for the financial year ended 2018 and its profit 

was Rs 2 million86 for the corresponding period. Systems Building Contracting Ltd offers its 

service on the market for gain or reward and is an enterprise within the meaning of the Act. In 

this report, Systems Building Contracting Ltd which is a subsidiary of MSCL is considered as part 

of MSCL.  

4.8 Both IBL and GCC are incorporated in Mauritius and they carry their activities in Mauritius. As 

such, the territorial nexus of Mauritius is met. MSCL is also incorporated in Mauritius and 

supplies its services in Mauritius, therefore meeting the territorial nexus of Mauritius.  

Ownership & Control of GCC 

 
77 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
78 https://mansersaxon.com/about-us 
79 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
80 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
81 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
82 http://www.systemsbuilding.com/en/ 
83 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
84 http://www.systemsbuilding.com/en/ 
85 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
86 Based on information gathered from the Registrar of Companies 
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4.9 It must be determined whether through the proposed transaction, IBL will be bringing GCC 

under its ownership and control. Three levels of control are laid down in section 47(3) of the 

Act, namely material influence, “de facto” control and controlling interest.  

4.10 Through the proposed transaction, IBL will acquire, together with a financial partner, GCC and 

will have [%][Confidential to notifying parties] stake in GCC. As such, through the 

transaction, IBL will acquire ownership in GCC which it did not previously have.   

4.11 IBL has submitted that it will have [%][Confidential to notifying parties]  stake in GCC. It will 

own GCC together with a financial partner. In the notification, it can further be read that GCC 

will be a subsidiary of IBL. It can also be read that a special purpose vehicle will be set to make 

the acquisition. The composition of the board and directorship structure were not finalised as 

at the date of the notification. 

4.12 With an [%][Confidential to notifying parties] stake in GCC, IBL is likely to acquire controlling 

interest in GCC. Controlling interest is usually considered to be a shareholding of above 50% 

shares with voting rights.    

4.13 It has been submitted in the notification that following the transaction, GCC will be a subsidiary 

of IBL. The Act provides that enterprises shall be regarded as being under common control 

whether they are enterprises of interconnected bodies corporate. Parent companies and their 

subsidiaries are considered as interconnected within the meaning of the Act. By this virtue, it 

can be considered that given that GCC will be a subsidiary of IBL, they would be interconnected 

and as such, be under common control.  

4.14 Making GCC a subsidiary of IBL also implies that IBL will be in a position to exercise majority 

control over the policy of GCC as per the Companies Act 2001. That is, it will, at the very least 

have ‘de facto’ control over GCC within the meaning of the Act.  

4.15 Prior to the transaction, IBL has no control over GCC, and post-transaction, it will have control 

over GCC. Therefore, IBL will through the proposed transaction, bring GCC under its ownership 

and control. 

The merger situation – common ownership 

4.16 A merger situation is the bringing under common ownership and control of two or more 

enterprises. It has been shown above that IBL will through the proposed transaction bring GCC 
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under its ownership and control. It is  now to be assessed whether the transaction will bring 

GCC and any other enterprise under common ownership and control.  

4.17 IBL has stake in a series of companies and has several subsidiaries as submitted in the 

notification. The Act provides that a subsidiary shall have the same meaning as assigned by the 

Companies Act 2001. The Companies Act 2001 defines a subsidiary as: 

 “a company shall be a subsidiary of another company where - 

(a) that other company or corporation, referred to as the parent - 

i. controls the composition of the Board of the company;  

ii. is in a position to exercise, or control the exercise of, more than one half the 

maximum number of votes that can be exercised at a meeting of the company; 

iii. holds more than one-half of the issued shares of the company, other than shares 

that carry no right to participate beyond a specified amount in a distribution of 

either profits or capital; or 

iv. is entitled to receive more than one-half of every dividend paid on shares issued 

by the company, other than shares that carry no right to participate beyond a 

specified amount in a distribution of either profits or capital; or 

(b) the company is a subsidiary of a company that is the parent's subsidiary”. 

4.18 Therefore, by the definition of a subsidiary, the parent is likely to have at least “de facto” control 

over it. Further, the Act provides that a parent and its subsidiary shall be considered to be 

interconnected. Section 47(2(a) of the Act provides that: 

“For the purpose of subsection (1), enterprises shall be regarded as being under common control 

where they are - 

(a) enterprises of interconnected bodies corporate”; 

4.19 As such, subsidiaries of IBL and its subsidiaries are under common control. Given that IBL will 

through the transaction, be bringing GCC under its control and that GCC will become its 

subsidiary, the transaction will bring its existing subsidiaries and GCC under common ownership 
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and control. A list of subsidiaries of IBL is provided in Annex 2 [Annex- Confidential to notifying 

parties].  

4.20 The subsidiary of IBL which is of particular interest to this assessment is MSCL. Given that IBL 

has 92.5%87 in MSCL, IBL has controlling interest in MSCL.   

4.21 It is to be noted that certain other enterprises in which IBL has stake but which do not qualify 

as its subsidiary, may also be under the control of IBL in terms of material influence. 

4.22 As such, through the proposed transaction, IBL will bring GCC and enterprises controlled by IBL 

namely its subsidiaries under common ownership and control, qualifying as a merger situation. 

It is to be noted that IBL itself is likely to be an enterprise within the meaning of the Act. Of 

particular interest to this assessment is that through the transaction, IBL will bring GCC and 

MSCL under common ownership and control.   

4.23 The proposed transaction therefore constitutes a merger situation under section 47 of the Act. 

For a merger situation to be reviewable under the Act, the parties to the merger situation must 

have a market share of 30% or above either individually or jointly after the said merger. For the 

purpose of establishing the market shares, the relevant market in which competition occurs 

must be defined, which is assessed in the next section.  

 
87 Annex 3 of the joint application for merger guidance by notifying parties dated the 6th September 2019 
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5. Market Definition and Market Shares 

5.1 The relevant market is the set of products within a defined geographical area in which 

competition occurs. It is the narrowest candidate market for which a monopolist of all the 

products in the candidate market would be able to profitably increase price by a small but 

significant amount (also known as the Small but Significant Non-Transitory Increase in Price 

(SSNIP) test (typically 5-10%) over a sustained period88. This concept will be applied to the 

potential markets in which the acquiring firm and the target firm operate.  

5.2 The market definition exercise starts from the premise of focal product market(s), which will 

typically be the products/services manufactured or supplied by the acquiring firm and the target 

firm. Demand-side substitution and supply-side substitution analysis are subsequently 

conducted on the focal product market(s). Demand-side and supply-side substitution is 

assessed respectively with regards to mainly the product dimension (products which are in the 

market). The geographic market, defined as the geographical area within which competition 

occurs, will normally be taken to be Mauritius. 

Market definition 

5.3 This section of the report assesses the relevant markets to this investigation. Firstly, the focal 

products are identified as a starting point to assess the relevant market. It is then assessed 

whether these markets need to be broadened or narrowed further.   

The focal product markets 

5.4 GCC is registered as a“Grade A” Building Construction Works contractor and a “Grade A” Civil 

Engineering Construction Works contractor. IBL, through its subsidiaries, is active in several 

product markets.  

5.5 As mentioned earlier, the companies of IBL related to the construction sector, sector in which 

the target operates, are in the manufacturing and supply of construction materials and 

construction work. At the stage of preliminary assessment, no competition issues have been 

identified pertaining to the supply of construction material. However, there have been grounds 

to believe that there may be competition concerns pertaining to supply of construction work. 

 
88 Competition Commission Guidelines on market definition and the calculation of market shares 
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As such, the focus of this report is on supply of construction work. However, some insight is also 

provided pertaining to other construction activities where relevant. 

5.6 The main business of IBL pertaining to construction work is through MSCL. MSCL is registered 

as a “Grade A” building construction works contractor and a “Grade A” MEP works contractor. 

It also supplies MEP works through its subsidiary Systems Building Contracting Ltd.  

5.7 The overlapping markets and markets which are related are those of building construction 

works and MEP works, which are considered as focal products.  

Building construction works 

5.8  As per the CIDB Act, “construction works” include any of the following works: 

(a)  “reclaiming of land, draining or preventing subsidence of land, movement or erosion of 

land; 

(b) installing, altering, repairing, restoring, maintaining, extending, dismantling, 

demolishing or removing any works, apparatus, fittings, machinery or plant, associated 

with any works referred to in paragraph (a); 

(c) constructing a building or structure, that forms or will form part of land or the sea bed, 

whether above or below it; 

(d)  fixing or installing anything to a building or structure, including- 

(i) fittings for civil works, electricity, gas, water, fuel oil, air sanitation, irrigation, 

telecommunications, air-conditioning, heating, ventilation, fire protection or cleaning; and  

(ii) lifts, escalators, insulation, furniture and furnishings; 

(e) altering, repairing, restoring, maintaining, extending, dismantling, demolishing or 

removing any thing to a building or structure or any fittings as described in paragraph 

(d); 

(f) civil works” 

5.9 Construction work itself can be divided into building works and civil works. For the purposes of 

the assessment of this proposed transaction, the Competition Commission will be focussing on 

the building works, in which there have been competition concerns.  
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5.10 The construction of a building in turn requires various expertise and works, which can be split 

into building construction works, MEP works and finish.  

5.11 Building construction works can be divided into two types: public and private projects. Public 

projects consist of social housing projects, and other buildings such as hospitals, schools and 

other Government buildings. For public building works, tenders are open to all construction 

companies and contractors which are graded as per the relevant CIDB grading schedules. The 

procurement notices and notice of procurement awards are accessible on the website of the 

Public Procurement Board. It was gathered  that there is a full tender process on the technical 

and financial aspects as well. 

5.12 Private construction projects consist of commercial buildings, offices, shopping malls, 

residential and non-residential buildings, properties under the various schemes such as 

Integrated Resort Scheme (IRS), Real Estate Scheme (RES), Invest Hotel Scheme (IHS), Property 

Development Scheme (PDS), and hotels. 

MEP works 

5.13 MEP works is an acronym for all works which are mechanical, electrical and plumbing works. 

The three technical disciplines in question encompass the systems that make building interiors 

suitable for human occupancy89.  

5.14 Mechanical and electrical services relate to the provision of both mechanical and electrical 

design and management services and the provision of technical equipment for every type of 

industrial and commercial projects, including lighting and air conditioning resources, power 

transmission and distribution, commercial lifts, escalators, and moving walkways90.MEP works 

contractors need to be duly licensed by the CIDB. 

Civil engineering works 

5.15 As per the CIDB Act, civil works refers to:  

(a)  “a road, a railway, a tramway, an aircraft runway, a canal, a waterway, a harbour, a 

port or a marina; 

(b) a line or cable for electricity or telecommunications; 

 
89 https://www.ny-engineers.com/blog/what-does-mep-mean-in-construction 
90 Case M.IV/M.874-Amec/Financiere Spie Batignolles/ Spie Batignolles 
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(c)  a pipeline for water, gas, oil, sewerage or other material; 

(d)  a path, a pavement, a ramp, a tunnel, a slipway, a dam, a well, an aqueduct, a drain, a 

levee, a seawall or a retaining wall; 

(e)  any works, apparatus, fittings, machinery or plant associated with any works referred 

to in paragraph (a)”; 

5.16 Civil engineering works relate to a wide range of works in relation to (i) earth works and road 

construction (construction and maintenance of dykes, sewerage systems, roads and highways), 

(ii) water engineering works (building and maintenance of viaducts, tunnels, embankments 

etc.). The main clients are public authorities91. Civil engineering work requires different 

expertise and machinery and is considered to be in a separate market.  

Conclusion on focal products 

5.17 As such, the focal products to be considered are the supply of MEP works and the supply of 

building construction works. It is now assessed whether these markets need to be broadened 

or narrowed based on the concept of SSNIP.  

5.18 Demand-side substitution assesses to what extent consumers will shift to other products and/or 

services should a price increase of 5-10% be applied to the focal product. Supply-side 

substitution assesses the extent to which suppliers of other services will have the ability and 

incentive to shift to supplying the focal products/services, within a period of 2 years, in the 

event of an increase of 5-10% in the price of the focal product/service.  

5.19 The market definition assessment aims to determine the following: a) whether building works 

and civil engineering works are part of the same market, b) whether MEP works and building 

construction works are part of the same market, c) whether the grading of contractors as per 

the CIDB Act could lead to different markets ,and d) whether MEP works could be broken down 

into separate components to form separate markets. 

Building works and civil engineering works 

 
91 Case M.IV/M.874-Amec/Financiere Spie Batignolles/ Spie Batignolles 
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5.20  The Competition Commission has considered whether building works (of which building 

construction works and MEP works forms part) and civil engineering works could be considered 

as constituting a single market.  

5.21 From a demand perspective, these form different markets. They are different products by virtue 

of their characteristics and usage. Building works, as the name states, would relate to the 

construction of buildings like hotels, offices, residence and so on. Civil engineering works would 

be mainly infrastructural works like building of roads. As such, they are two distinct types of 

products, unlikely to be substitutable by virtue of their use from a demand perspective.  

5.22 The Competition Commission gathered from players92 in the construction market, that each 

segment required different equipment, machinery and expertise. The segment of civil 

engineering works is more plant intensive and would require different machinery. The clients 

for civil engineering are mostly public bodies, as opposed to building construction works which 

are sought after by both public and private clients. 

5.23  The European Commission has in two cases93 argued that there should be a distinction between 

building works and civil engineering works since these two activities were significantly different 

in relation to the expertise required, the machinery and labour. 

5.24 Therefore, it can be concluded that there are separate markets for building construction works 

and civil engineering works. 

Assessment of whether building construction works, and MEP works are in the same market 

5.25 Building works can be classified, among others, into building construction works, MEP works 

and finish. It is assessed to what extent MEP works and building construction works can form 

part of the same market as they both relate to the construction of buildings.  

5.26 It is to be noted that the nature and characteristics of these services are different. However, 

they are complementary in nature. Someone who is constructing a building will normally need 

both.  

5.27 The Competition Commission has gathered that there are different scenarios for selecting the 

MEP works and building construction works suppliers. Certain clients select their own MEP 

works suppliers and building works suppliers separately while some clients would appoint a 

 
92 Information gathered from factual meeting held with [] 
93 Case M.IV/M.874-Amec/Financiere Spie Batignolles/ Spie Batignolles; Cas No COMP/M.4687-Sacyr Vallehermoso/Eiffage 
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main contractor, who in most cases would be a building construction works supplier, who in 

turn appoints a MEP works supplier. In certain instances, the building construction works 

supplier and the MEP supplier can be the same.  

5.28 From preliminary analysis, it appears that demand for these products are separate and as such 

likely to form part of separate markets.  

5.29 The CIDB Act itself classifies these two segments separately. Their licencing requirement and 

licence are distinct. Not all companies which are licenced to conduct building construction 

works are licenced to conduct MEP works.   

5.30 It has been gathered that the expertise, equipment and machinery required for building 

construction works, differ significantly from that required from and supplied by MEP works 

contractors.  

5.31 Indeed, there are several MEP works suppliers who do not supply building construction works 

and vice versa.  

5.32 From both the demand-side and supply-side perspectives therefore, the Competition 

Commission can reasonably conclude that building construction works and MEP works are in 

separate markets.  

Assessment of whether the grading of contractors could lead to different markets 

5.33 As mentioned previously, contractors are graded from grades “A to H” by the CIDB. It is to be 

noted the grading structure is being changed by the CIDB. While a higher- grade contractor can 

undertake lower grade projects, a lower grade contractor cannot undertake a higher-grade 

project. For instance, a “Grade A” supplier can undertake projects of value above Rs 250 million. 

In other words,  it can undertake projects of lower value but not of higher value.   

5.34 The Competition Commission gathered that the grading of contractors was a key factor for 

property developers and clients when choosing contractors. If a client wishes to select a 

contractor of “Grade A” due to the value of the project, it is unlikely that he will choose a 

contractor of “Grade B” or “Grade C” for the project, should the price of the “Grade A” 

contractor increase by 5-10%. The Competition Commission understood that the reputation, 
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ability to deliver quality work and experience of the contractor were important factors when 

selecting contractors; moreover, the end client would want guarantees on the contractor94. 

5.35 With respect to the likelihood of there being sub-markets for building construction works and 

MEP works based on grading of contractors as per the CIDB grading, the Competition 

Commission gathered  that a “Grade A” contractor can do projects from “Grade B” and “Grade 

C”, for instance. However, the same cannot be said for “Grade B” and “Grade C” contractors. 

The latter will not be able to shift to bidding for “Grade A” projects, although they will be able 

to bid for lower grade projects.  

5.36 It was gathered from a MEP works “Grade A” contractor95, that small projects (projects which 

are valued at lesser grades), are not viable for it. It argues that the cost for a “Grade A” supplier 

to work a small project would be much likely too high for it to be viable. Nonetheless, it remains 

that there is an appreciable extent to which higher graded suppliers can supply projects which 

fall under a lower grade. 

5.37 Therefore, in so far that “Grade A” suppliers are concerned, they can exert competitive pressure 

on suppliers of lower grades. However, lower grade suppliers are unlikely to be able to exert 

competitive pressure on “Grade A” suppliers in so far that projects of value falling under “Grade 

A” is concerned. Thus, there is likely to be different competition dynamics amongst “Grade A” 

suppliers.  

5.38 By virtue of the above, it appears that Grading can form different markets. Thus, the Executive 

Director is of the view that “Grade A” suppliers can be considered to be a market of their own.  

5.39 It is to be noted that it can be argued that the market should be supply of projects which value 

fall under “Grade A”. Nonetheless, in so far that the supplier is “Grade A”, it can substitute its 

supply from lower grade projects to “Grade A” projects. However, lower grade suppliers cannot 

engage in such supply substitution. As such, given this supply substitution for “Grade A” 

suppliers, the Executive Director is of the view that “Grade A” suppliers should constitute the 

market rather than supply of projects of “Grade A” value.  

Assessment of whether MEP works could be broken down into separate components to form 

separate markets 

 
94 Filenote of factual meeting held with [] dated the 14th November 2019 
95 Information gathered from [] during a meeting held on the 14th October 2019 
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5.40 The Competition Commission assessed if MEP works must be further broken down into separate 

components, that is supply of mechanical, electrical and plumbing works separately.  

5.41 The Competition Commission has gathered that clients96 would prefer one MEP works supplier 

for all components as this would lead to coordination in the works. If separate contractors were 

hired for mechanical, electrical and plumbing works separately, this could lead to issues such as 

costs and delays in delivery. The after-sales and maintenance of the MEP works may also suffer 

due to lack of coordination from separate suppliers. 

5.42 From a supply-side perspective, although MEP works are in essence specialised trades and 

require different expertise whereby a mechanical engineering works contractor with this single 

expertise will likely not be able to switch to supplying electrical works within two years,  most 

MEP works suppliers provide MEP works as a single component, particularly when sub-

contracting with building construction works contractors. Most of the MEP works contractors 

will provide under a single MEP works umbrella, the specialised trades of Mechanical, 

Engineering and Plumbing engineering works. It is noted that the CIDB also classifies MEP works 

as a single component and does not separate into the three distinct components. 

5.43 It has been gathered that MEP works under the CIDB comprises an array of MEP suppliers, not 

all of which competes with MSCL. For instance, MEP works may constitute the setting of metal 

infrastructure of a plant, which is not part of the market for  this investigation which is dealing 

with MEP works for buildings.  

5.44 It has been further gathered that there are some MEP works suppliers who specialise in one 

category of work, for instance electrical. It is arguable to what extent these different categories 

can be further broken, but this possibility remains. However, for the purpose of this assessment, 

there is no need to conclude on a final market definition and MEP works is not further broken 

down, more so that we are considering “Grade A” MEP works.  

Other factors to consider for market definition 

5.45 The Competition Commission also assessed whether different types of buildings, for instance 

and in particular, hotel construction are separate markets. From information gathered97, it was 

understood that the expertise to build a hotel is the same as for other buildings. However, the 

finishing works, and woodwork would be more sophisticated for a hotel as opposed to a normal 

 
96 For instance, meeting held with [] dated the 14th November 2019 
97 Filenote of factual meeting held with [] dated the 14th November 2019 
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residential building98. For hotels, the building is delivered with all necessary furniture and 

finishing works, whereas other buildings are delivered empty99. 

5.46 The evidence to assess whether hotel construction and other buildings are in separate markets 

is finely balanced. The distinction between those two markets will be mostly in terms of the 

MEP works component. This question is nonetheless left open and there has been no need to 

further narrow the market. 

5.47 With respect to the likelihood of defining separate markets for public and private projects, the 

Competition Commission is of the opinion that there is supply-side substitution by contractors 

between tendering for public and private construction projects. There is no need to have 

separate markets defined for public and private construction projects. 

5.48 It is further noted that there are some MEP works suppliers who are also building construction 

works suppliers. The extent to which building construction works suppliers will outsource MEP 

works to their competitor is arguable. It appears that they may prefer to outsource their MEP 

works to independent MEP suppliers. Thus, it can be argued that the market may be further 

narrowed to MEP works by independent suppliers.  

The geographic market 

5.49 The Competition Commission will normally consider the geographical scope of the services 

identified to be Mauritius. However, it was also assessed whether the geographical market 

should be narrowed to districts or regional areas or widened. 

5.50 It is observed that construction projects are taking place all over the island and the tendering 

process for contractors for building construction works and MEP works is conducted on a 

nationwide scale. The same can be said for public sector tenders as well which take place across 

the island and do not contain any geographic limits. For large projects, the supplier can even be 

international. Suppliers can readily supply any area of Mauritius irrespective of where their 

main office is found.  

5.51 In certain instances, foreign suppliers may supply the local market. However, this is not for all 

projects. Foreign suppliers are also likely to incur additional cost to enter the market – for 

instance, transfer its employees and equipment, making supply substitution less feasible.  

 
98 Filenote of factual meeting held with [] dated the 14th November 2019 
99 Filenote of factual meeting held with [] dated the 15th November 2019 
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5.52 Further, the Act provides that ‘market means a market for goods or services in Mauritius or part 

of Mauritius’.  

5.53 In this respect, the Executive Director is of the view that the geographical market is likely to be 

Mauritius. 

Relevant markets 

5.54 Based on the above assessment, the relevant markets for this report are: 

(a) The supply of building construction works by “Grade A” contractors in Mauritius. 

(b) The supply of MEP works by “Grade A” contractors in Mauritius. 

5.55 It is nonetheless to be noted that the markets may be further narrowed.  

5.56 The next section details the analysis of market shares and presents the findings of the 

Competition Commission with respect to market shares. 

Market Shares 

5.57 For the Competition Commission to assess whether a merger situation is reviewable under 

section 48 of the Act, it must be established that the parties to the merger situation have a 

market share of at least 30% or above, either individually or jointly, after the said merger. In 

other words, it must be shown that the combined market share of notifying parties must be at 

least 30% or above, following the proposed transaction. 

5.58 The turnover figures for the year 2018, in respect of building construction works and MEP works 

have been requested by the Competition Commission from competitors of the notifying parties 

and from GCC and MSCL. Such turnover figures have been used for the calculation of market 

shares which are shown below.  

The market shares for Grade A contractors for building construction works  

Building construction works Grade A 
contractors 

Market share 
for year 2018 

Beijing Construction Engineering Group Co Ltd [%] 

Building & Civil Engineering Co. Ltd [%] 

D.L.B Construction & Co Ltd [%] 

Gamma Construction Ltd [%] 

Hyvec Partners [%] 

Laxmanbhai & Co (Mtius) Ltd [%] 
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MSCL  [%] 

PADCO [%] 

RBRB Construction [%] 

Rehm-Grinaker Construction Ltd [%] 

Super Construction Co Ltd [%] 

GCC [%] 

Tianli Construction Co. Ltd [%] 

Total 100% 
Table 2. Market shares for Grade A contractors for building construction works(Source: Submissions to 
Information Request Orders and figures from the Registrar of Companies) 

5.59 From the table 2 above on market share figures for “Grade A” contractors for building 

construction works, the market share for GCC is [%] [Confidential to notifying parties] and 

that of MSCL is [%] [Confidential to notifying parties].  

5.60 As such, it can be seen that the combined market share of GCC and MSCL though close to 30% 

does not meet the 30% market share threshold with respect to the market for the supply of 

building construction works by “Grade A” contractors in Mauritius. 

5.61 It is further noted that there has been no need to assess sub-markets in terms of, for instance, 

hotel projects where it appears that GCC and MSCL may be closer competitors in view of the 

undertakings offered by IBL.  

The market shares for MEP works by Grade A contractors 

5.62 The table 3 on market shares for “Grade A” contractors for MEP works shows that the market 

share of MSCL, including Systems Building Contracting Ltd, for the year 2018 was about [>30%].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEP works “Grade A” Contractors Market share 
for year 2018  

Emineo Ltd [%] 

Forges Tardieu Ltd [%] 

Fortress Marketing Co Ltd [%] 

MSCL  [%] 

Rehm-Grinaker Construction Ltd [%] 

Rey & Lenferna Ltd [%] 

Square Deal Multi purpose Co-operative Society [%] 

Super Construction Co Ltd [%] 

Systems Building Contracting Ltd  [%] 

Vitech Electronics [%] 

Total 100% 

Table 3. Market shares for Grade A contractors for MEP works (Source Submissions to Information Request Orders) 
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5.63 As per section 48 (a) of the Act, the proposed transaction and therefore the merger situation is 

reviewable by the Competition Commission. Note that, the transaction meets the market share 

threshold even if the market share threshold is not met for all relevant markets.   
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6. Competition concerns  

6.1 Section 63 of the Act provides that the Commission may, after having taken cognizance of the 

report of the Executive Director on the matter, determine a case on the basis of an undertaking 

if it considers that the undertaking satisfactorily addresses all the concerns it has about any 

prevention, restriction distortion or substantial lessening of competition.  

6.2 The previous chapters assessed the extent to which the proposed transaction constitutes a 

merger situation as per section 47 and that the market share thresholds are likely to be met as 

per section 48 of the Act. This chapter details the competition concerns with regards to the 

proposed transaction in terms of substantial lessening of competition it may result in. 

6.3 The competition issues identified in this chapter are not conclusive, but they are potential 

competition issues that may arise. As per section 63 of the Act, the undertakings are then 

assessed against these competition concerns in the next chapter.  

6.4 The following framework is used to assess the competition concerns: 

(a) Setting the counterfactual – that is, what would have been the state of competition 

absent the transaction; 

(b) The theory of harm – the potential competition concerns; 

(c) Barriers to entry – extent to which there are barriers to enter the market; 

(d) Countervailing buyer power – extent to which buyers can exert competitive pressure. 

The Counterfactual 

6.5 As mentioned above, the assessment of a substantial lessening of competition which could 

result from the proposed transaction will depend also on the counterfactual. The counterfactual 

is the state of competition in the market, absent the merger situation. If it is believed that there 

would be substantially less competition in the market following the proposed transaction, as 

compared to the counterfactual, the proposed transaction could lead to a substantial lessening 

of competition100. 

6.6 As a starting point and in most cases, the counterfactual is considered to be the state of 

competition prior to the merger. If nothing else is changing, the ‘counterfactual’ can be 

 
100 Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
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considered to be the state of competition before the merger. Thus, an SLC would be assessed by 

considering how competitive the market was/is before the merger, and what is likely to happen 

after the merger. In practice, this will normally be the Commission’s approach101. 

6.7 In this particular case, it seems most likely that the counterfactual would be the state of 

competition that prevailed before the merger. The parties submitted that GCC is not a failing 

firm. There is no reason to believe that the circumstances would be much different as before 

the merger in the absence of the proposed transaction. Absent the merger, GCC would have 

been independent from IBL and would not have any structural links with MSCL. It would not 

have been under the control and ownership of IBL through the three forms of control namely: 

legal control, de facto control and material influence.  

Competition Concerns 

6.8 This section lays down the potential competition concerns that may arise from the transaction. 

Competition concerns are assessed depending on the nature of the merger, that is, depending 

in whether it is a horizontal merger, vertical merger or a conglomerate merger.   

6.9 During the assessment process, the Executive Director has sought the views of various 

stakeholders, namely competitors to the notifying parties and clients. Some of them have 

expressed certain concerns with respect to the proposed transaction. Each of those concerns 

are briefly detailed below.  

6.10 [] [Annex 3][Confidential] submitted the following views102: 

(a) [][Confidential to notifying parties].  

(b) [][Confidential to notifying parties].  

(c) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

6.11 [] [Confidential Annex 4] expressed the following concern103: 

(a) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

 
101 Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
102 Response of [] to Information Request Order dated the 11th October 2019 
103 Response from [] to Information Request Order dated the 11th October 2019 
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6.12 [] [Confidential Annex 5] submitted the following concerns104: 

(a) [ [and [] [confidential][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

(b) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

(c) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

6.13 [] [Confidential Annex 6] submitted the following views105: 

(a) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

(b) [][Confidential to notifying parties]. 

(c) [][Confidential to notifying parties] 

(d) [][Confidential to notifying parties] 

6.14 From the above, the competition concerns expressed by players can be categorized as below: 

(a) Increase in market power of the merged entity with respect to supply of building 

construction works (horizontal concerns); 

(b) IBL may procure all its building construction work requirements from GCC/the merged 

entity, foreclosing access to this market (vertical concerns); 

(c) Given the bidding process in the market and the complementary nature of the products, 

the transaction can result in market transparency to the detriment of competition 

(conglomerate concerns); 

(d) There may be leveraging of market power across the markets of MEP works and building 

construction works (conglomerate concerns). 

Horizontal concerns 

6.15 As stated earlier, MSCL supplies MEP works and building construction works and is a “Grade A” 

supplier. GCC supplies building construction works and is a “Grade A” supplier. As such, the 

proposed transaction will be a horizontal merger in so far that the market for the supply of MEP 

 
104 Submissions during meeting held with [] dated the 14th October 2019 
105 Response to information request by [] dated the 10th October 2019. 
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works by “Grade A” suppliers is concerned. However, the Executive Director did not identify any 

horizontal competition concerns. It is to be noted that the combined market share of MSCL and 

GCC with respect to the supply of building construction works by “Grade A” suppliers is not met. 

Thus, it is unlikely to generate horizontal concerns.  

6.16 It is to be further noted that procurement in this market is to an appreciable extent done 

through bidding process. This further limits the scope of unilateral effects. Added to this is that 

“Grade A” projects are usually significant, and it is likely that buyers would have certain extent 

of buyer power. Therefore, taken together, it seems unlikely that the transaction will result in 

unilateral effects.  

Vertical concerns 

6.17 It has been submitted that IBL may be an important client of building construction works 

projects and that following the transaction, it may divert all its projects to the merged entity. 

The Executive Director is of the view that IBL is unlikely to be a monopsony buyer of construction 

works. From the annual report of IBL, it increased its asset base of buildings by Rs 1,184 million 

for the year 2018. This represents about [%] [Partly confidential to notifying parties] of the 

market for building construction works by “Grade A” suppliers. As such, it seems unlikely that 

IBL will qualify as monopsony buyer.  

6.18 Even in the hotel sector, it is estimated that the market share of IBL in terms of number of hotel 

rooms is [][Confidential to notifying parties].  

6.19 Further to that, should IBL wish to ‘internalize’ all its construction work, it can be argued that it 

can do so through MSCL without the merger. As such, as compared to this counterfactual, the 

merger will not lessen competition from this given perspective.  

Conglomerate concerns 

6.20 The merger will also amount to a conglomerate merger in so far that supply of MEP works and 

building construction works by “Grade A” supplier is concerned. As explained earlier, for the 

construction of buildings, there is need for various types of works, including MEP works and 

building construction works. These two types of works are complementary in that both are 

required for the construction of a building, but they form two different markets. 

6.21 MEP works suppliers may either act as nominated subcontractors, whereby they are selected 

by the client, who then instructs the building works contractor to appoint such nominated 
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subcontractor, or as domestic subcontractors, whereby the MEP works subcontractor is 

selected and appointed by the building works contractor. It is noted that for certain projects, it 

is the supplier of the building construction works who selects and appoints the MEP works 

supplier while in certain projects, it is the client who appoints the MEP works supplier. MSCL 

(including Systems Building Contracting Ltd) has an important market share in the market for 

the supply for MEP works by “Grade A” suppliers. The Executive Director is of the view that 

certain competition concerns may arise from that perspective which are further elaborated 

below.  

6.22 The Executive Director is concerned that the merger may raise competition concerns pertaining 

to foreclosure and increased transparency. Indeed, as explained earlier, these are two potential 

concerns arising from conglomerate mergers. 

6.23 Assessment of foreclosure concern in the context of conglomerate merger is done using the 

ability, incentive and effect framework106.  

6.24 Prior to the transaction, GCC and MSCL were independent entities with different shareholders. 

As such, both entities would have aimed at maximizing their profit rather than that of each 

other or their joint profit. However, following the transaction, MSCL and GCC will be under the 

common ownership and control of IBL. IBL may have the economic incentive to maximize its 

overall profits and as such, the joint profit of MSCL and GCC. As such, it may have the incentive 

to require or otherwise incentivize clients (for instance through discounts with either GCC or 

MSCL) of GCC to procure MEP works from MSCL and vice versa. Every client won on the other 

business may increase the profit of the merged entity. Absent the common ownership, such an 

incentive would not have been present.  

6.25 MSCL is the leading MEP works supplier and GCC is the leading building construction works 

supplier amongst “Grade A” suppliers in Mauritius. The extent to which they have the ability to 

engage in foreclosure of leveraging strategies is arguable. Most, if not all, customers which buy 

building construction works are also likely to buy MEP works – a building will be incomplete 

without MEP work. Such commonality in client pool increases the ability of concerned parties 

to engage in foreclosure107. Further to that, the Executive Director has gathered that in several 

projects, the client will appoint the main contractor, which is normally the supplier of building 

 
106 For instance, see the Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the 
control of concentrations between undertakings of the European Union 
107 Ibid 
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construction works, who will in turn appoint the MEP supplier (domestic supplier). in other 

cases, the client will instruct the main contractor to appoint the MEP works supplier that it 

chose (the nominated supplier). GCC has submitted in the joint application for merger guidance 

dated 6th September 2019, that on most of the projects that it undertakes, it works with 

nominated suppliers.  

6.26 Nonetheless, it has been gathered for several projects it is the main contractor who appoints 

the MEP Supplier. In such cases, the ability for GCC to select MSCL as the MEP works supplier 

may arise. It can even procure MSCL to tailor its price such that it obtains the contract. Indeed, 

such concern has been expressed by competitors.  

6.27 Given the market shares of the two companies, such a foreclosure strategy may have significant 

detrimental effect on competition, more so in relation to supply of MEP works. Indeed, a 

[][Confidential] competitor to MSCL stated that in the event of such a foreclosure strategy, 

it will be significantly impacted.  

6.28 In view of the above, it appears that the risk of leveraging of market power and foreclosure is 

possible and as such, is a competition concern.  

6.29 The second competition concern relates to increased transparency in the markets for the supply 

of building construction works and MEP works in Mauritius, through exchange of information, 

leading to a potential substantial lessening of competition.  

6.30 One important feature of this market is that there is significant bidding and that MEP works and 

building construction works are complementary. Main contractors may be required to appoint 

their MEP works supplier. In such an event, the main contractor may call for bids from different 

MEP works suppliers. If such information is shared by GCC to MSCL, it will allow MSCL to know 

the bidding strategies of its competitors, information which may be used to the detriment of 

competition, including in other bids. 

6.31 Where main contractors are required to appoint MEP suppliers, it is very much likely that the 

potential building construction work suppliers would contact MSCL as a potential MEP works 

supplier. In such circumstances, MSCL will know who the potential bidders are and may also 

have access to certain technical specification of the offer of the building construction works 

supplier. If this information is shared with GCC, this will provide it with an advantage which 

others will not have, and this can be used to the detriment of competition.  
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6.32 Such information sharing may reduce the effectiveness of bidding exercises as a competitive 

tool and may hinder effectiveness of competition in the market. As such, the Executive Director 

is of the view that such information sharing will lead to transparency and hinder effective 

competition and as such, is a competition concern. Indeed, several players have expressed such 

competition concerns. 

Assessment of entry & buyer power 

6.33 The Competition Commission has also assessed the constraints to entry in determining the 

likelihood of sufficient and timely entry. The criteria108 for such assessment are: 

(a) the presence of any legal barriers to entry, such as licensing requirements; 

(b) the minimum efficient scale for an entrant to present a sustainable competitive threat to 

the merged company, and the need for up-front investments (such as establishing a 

distribution network and advertising); 

(c) barriers to entry arising from customer loyalty to existing brands or from switching 

costs; 

(d) barriers to entry or expansion by incumbents arising from constraints on the availability 

of key assets or from the incentives for a vertically integrated enterprise to withhold 

inputs from an unintegrated rival; 

(e) whether entry or product repositioning by an incumbent is likely to provide a competitive 

response in reaction to the merger, notably in markets where products are differentiated; 

(f) the history of entry in this industry, in Mauritius or in other jurisdictions if parallels can 

reasonably be drawn; 

(g) the potential for large buyers to sponsor new entry, perhaps by providing a guaranteed 

market for the start-up period; and  

(h) stated intentions of potential entrants if they can be ascertained. 

6.34 From information gathered and assessment of the competitive conditions on the defined 

relevant markets, the Competition Commission is of the opinion that there are legal barriers to 

entry, namely business licenses for building construction works and MEP works contractors. 

 
108 Competition Commission Guidelines 5 
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New entrants into the defined relevant markets must be graded as per the CIDB Grading 

schedule.  

6.35 In order to be an effective competitive constraint to “Grade A” contractors such as GCC and 

MSCL within a period of two years, new entrants have to be able to achieve a minimum efficient 

scale, and demonstrate the ability to deliver building construction projects and MEP works 

projects of a certain amount and to the satisfaction of the clients in a timely manner. They would 

also need to have the financial resources required to fulfill “Grade A” projects in the defined 

relevant markets (that is, projects whose value are above to Rs 250 million). 

6.36 Some clients are likely to choose contractors with whom they have worked previously. It was 

gathered that GCC and MSCL are both well-established players in their respective markets and 

clients wish to contract with them for most of their projects. Customer loyalty could thus 

constitute a barrier to entry. 

6.37 However, the Competition Commission also understands that big buyers or property developers 

may either chose contractors through private negotiations and tendering process. They do 

seem to have buyer power and could sponsor new entry of contractors in the defined relevant 

markets. For instance, MSCL was chosen as the main contractor for some building construction 

works projects by one property developer. In this case, MSCL could be considered as a new 

entrant for building construction works, since it is specialized in MEP works. 

6.38 In conclusion, the Competition Commission finds that there are significant legal, financial and 

market-based constraints to new entry in the defined relevant markets. New entry may not be 

effective to cause a competitive constraint to the existing “Grade A” contractors in the defined 

relevant markets within a period of two years. However, some big buyers may sponsor new 

entry although this was applicable for only one contractor, as observed by the Competition 

Commission. 

6.39 The extent of buyer power existent is arguable. It appears that for large projects, the buyers are 

likely to have some extent of buyer power. However, buyer power even if existent, is unlikely 

to constrain information sharing. Its effectiveness in preventing foreclosure and leveraging 

market power is arguable. However, given the undertaking, there is no need for a 

comprehensive assessment of buyer power.  

Conclusion on the competitive assessment 
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6.40 In view of the above, the Executive Director is of the view that two potential competition 

concerns may arise from the proposed transaction, namely: 

(a) Risk of foreclosure and leveraging of market power; 

(b) Information and transparency in bidding exercises. 

6.41 During a meeting held with IBL and GCC on the 21st October 2019, representatives of the 

notifying parties were informed of the potential competition concerns of the Competition 

Commission. The notifying parties volunteered to submit undertakings to address those 

concerns. 
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7. Undertakings and Assessment of Undertakings 

7.1 On  21st November 2019, IBL offered the Competition Commission their behavioural 

undertakings as per Annex 7 (“The Undertakings”) [Annex- Confidential to notifying parties], 

to address and alleviate the concerns of the Competition Commission with regards to the 

proposed transaction.  

Undertakings  

7.2 IBL undertakes to procure that, following the completion of the proposed acquisition: 

i. MSCL will comply with the Undertakings in so far as such Undertakings relate to MSCL; 

ii. GCC will comply with the Undertakings in so far as such Undertakings relate to GCC. 

Undertakings with respect to leveraging of market power 

7.3 For the purposes of alleviating the competition concerns of the Competition Commission with 

regards to the leveraging of market power, IBL will procure that, following the completion of 

the proposed transaction: 

MSCL 

7.4 No change will be made to the sub-contractor agreements entered into by MSCL with the 

competitors of GCC, except as required in the ordinary course of business and in accordance 

with the terms of the sub-contractor agreements, and MSCL will continue to offer on a fair, 

reasonable and non-discriminatory basis its services for MEP Works to the competitors of GCC; 

GCC 

7.5 GCC will continue to deal with all domestic sub-contractors and suppliers at arm’s length and 

will not apply any discrimination policy in relation to the selection of such sub-contractors and 

suppliers and to the terms and conditions of the contractual agreement between GCC and MSCL 

and its subsidiaries, without the prior approval of the Competition Commission; and  

7.6 No change will be made to the domestic sub-contractor and supply agreements entered into by 

GCC with the competitors of MSCL and its subsidiaries, except as required in the ordinary course 

of business and in accordance with the terms of the sub-contract and supply agreements, and 

GCC will continue to appoint such sub-contractors and suppliers on a fair, reasonable and non-

discriminatory basis. 
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Undertakings with respect to exchange of information 

7.7 For the purposes of alleviating the competition concerns of the Competition Commission with 

regards to the exchange of information, IBL will procure that, following the proposed 

acquisition: 

i. a firewall will be maintained between MSCL and GCC, MSCL will continue not to directly 

or indirectly access data held by GCC and GCC will continue not to directly or indirectly 

access data held by MSCL, other than data regarding construction projects to which both 

GCC and MSCL are appointed. 

ii. The employees, officers, directors and other personnel of GCC (“GCC Staff”) will continue 

not to have access to the data of MSCL, and any such data will continue to be maintained 

on the premises of MSCL and/or on the data servers of MSCL only, and the employees, 

officers, directors and other personnel of MSCL (“MSCL Staff”) will continue not to have 

access to the data of GCC and any such data will continue to be maintained on the 

premises of GCC and/or on the data servers of GCC only; 

iii. The IT systems and databases of MSCL and GCC will continue to be hosted independently, 

with independent system administrators. GCC Staff will continue not to have access to the 

database of MSCL, and MSCL Staff will continue not to have access to the database of 

GCC; 

iv. Directors of MSCL will be informed of the Undertakings in writing and such directors will 

be requested to undertake not to request or disclose such data, as per the terms of these 

Undertakings; and 

v. The Directors of GCC will be informed of the Undertakings in writing and such directors 

will be requested to undertake not to request or disclose such data, as per the terms of 

these Undertakings. 

Reporting 

7.8 IBL has also provided for a reporting mechanism. With regards to the undertakings with respect 

to leveraging of market power, IBL will provide, on behalf of MSCL and GCC, a no change 
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confirmation letter within six (6) months of the date on which the proposed transaction 

completes and thereafter every year for a period of three (3) years109. 

7.9 With respect to the undertakings with regards to exchange of information, reports on the 

implementation and enforcement of such undertakings, will be submitted by the respective 

Heads of the IT departments of GCC and MSCL within six (6) months of the date on which the 

proposed transaction completes. Thereafter, the Heads of the IT Departments of GCC and MSCL 

will each submit a no change confirmation letter to the Competition Commission every year for 

a period of three (3) years. 

7.10 The attention of each director of GCC and MSCL will be drawn to the undertakings provided and 

these directors will be asked to acknowledge that they have taken cognizance of the 

undertakings and agree to abide by them by way of a letter. The same process will be followed 

upon the appointment of new directors of GCC and MSCL after the date on which the 

transaction completes. The letters will be maintained as part of the statutory records of each of 

GCC and MSCL110. 

7.11 IBL will provide, on behalf of each of GCC and MSCL, a written confirmation to the Competition 

Commission that the attention of all directors of GCC and MSCL has been drawn to the 

undertakings within six (6) months on the date on which the proposed transaction completes 

and thereafter every year for a period of three (3) years111. 

Assessment of Undertakings 

7.12 Section 63 of the Act provides that the Commission may, after having taken cognizance of the 

report of the Executive Director on the matter, determine a case on the basis of an undertaking 

if it considers that the undertaking satisfactorily addresses all the concerns it has about any 

prevention, restriction, distortion or substantial lessening of competition. This section assesses 

whether the undertakings submitted by IBL address effectively the concerns expressed by the 

Executive Director. 

 
109 Undertakings proposed in letter dated the 10th February 2020 to the Executive Director of the Competition 
Commission (Annex 2 of the letter) 
110 Undertakings proposed in letter dated the 10th February 2020 to the Executive Director of the Competition 
Commission (Annex 2 of the letter) 
111 Undertakings proposed in letter dated the 10th February 2020 to the Executive Director of the Competition 
Commission (Annex 2 of the letter) 
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7.13 The two competition concerns are as follows: 

(a) The first concern relates to a potential leveraging of market power with respect to MEP 

works and building construction works, which may substantially lessen competition in 

both markets. The Competition Commission believes that post-transaction, there could 

be potential discriminatory conducts by MSCL, in favour of GCC, to the detriment of 

competition and vice-versa; 

(b) The second competition concern relates to increased transparency in the markets for the 

supply of building construction works and MEP works in Mauritius, through exchange of 

information, leading to a potential substantial lessening of competition. The Executive 

Director was concerned that GCC could become aware of the pricing and technical offers 

of the competitors of MSCL, for instance, when choosing a sub-contractor or supplier for 

MEP works, and could potentially share information obtained during bidding exercises or 

contractual negotiations which competitors of GCC would likely make available to MSCL 

with GCC, to the detriment of competition in the relevant markets. 

7.14 In the present assessment, the Executive Director is of the view that the competition concerns 

can be addressed through behavioural remedies. As such, behavioural undertakings seem to be 

proportionate and a stricter remedy does not therefore seem warranted. 

7.15 The first concern relates to a potential leveraging of market power with respect to MEP works 

and building construction works, which may substantially lessen competition in both markets. 

Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings of IBL112 have sought to address the concerns of the 

Competition Commission by ensuring that no change will be made to the sub-contractor 

agreements entered into by MSCL with the competitors of GCC, except as required in the 

ordinary course of business and in accordance with the terms of the sub-contractor agreements 

and MSCL will continue to offer on a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory basis its services 

for MEP works to the competitors of GCC. This undertaking is also applicable for domestic sub-

contractor agreements and supply agreements entered into by GCC with competitors of MSCL. 

IBL has also undertaken that GCC will continue to deal with all domestic sub-contractors and 

suppliers at arm’s length and will not apply any discriminatory policy in relation to the selection 

of such sub-contractors and suppliers and to the terms and conditions of the contractual 

 
112 Letter of undertakings by IBL dated the 21st November 2019 
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agreement between the GCC and MSCL and its subsidiaries, without the prior approval of the 

Competition Commission.113 

7.16 The above undertakings are aimed at ensuring that there is no discriminatory behaviour in 

favour of MSCL or GCC, to the detriment of competition. Through those undertakings, the 

potential for a leveraging of market power from one market to the other is reduced, as is the 

potential for discriminatory behaviour by each of GCC and MSCL which could distort 

competition in the markets. It was also undertaken that should there be the application of any 

discriminatory policy in relation to the selection of sub-contractors and suppliers, and to the 

terms and conditions of the contractual agreement between GCC and MSCL and its subsidiaries, 

the Competition Commission will be informed and the approval of the Competition Commission 

will be sought. The Executive Director is of the opinion that the above behavioural undertakings 

aim at resolving the concerns held with respect to a potential leveraging of market power and 

potential discriminatory conducts by GCC in favour of MSCL and vice-versa, namely:  

i. by ensuring that sub-contractor agreements and supply agreements are not 

altered as a result of the transaction; 

ii.  by ensuring that dealing is done at arm’s length by both MSCL and GCC without 

leveraging each other’s market power. 

Undertakings with respect to exchange of information 

7.17 With respect to the second competition concern held by the Executive Director, IBL sought to 

address the said concern through several undertakings. 

7.18 In summary, the undertakings provide that a firewall will be maintained between MSCL and 

GCC, such that neither MSCL nor GCC will directly or indirectly access data held by GCC and 

MSCL respectively, other than data regarding construction projects to which both GCC and 

MSCL are appointed.  

7.19 In addition, it was undertaken that the employees, officers, directors, and other personnel of 

GCC will continue not to have access to the data of MSCL. By virtue of this undertaking, the 

employees, officers, directors, and other personnel of MSCL will continue not to have access to 

 
113 Paragraph 34(ii) of the Undertakings in letter of Undertakings dated the 21st November 2019 
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the data of GCC and any such data will continue to be maintained on the premises of GCC or on 

the data servers of GCC.  

7.20 Further, IBL has undertaken that the IT systems and databases of MSCL and GCC will continue 

to be hosted independently, with independent system administrators. GCC staff will continue 

not to have access to the database of MSCL, and MSCL staff will continue not to have access to 

the database of GCC. In addition, it was undertaken that Directors of MSCL and GCC will be 

informed of the undertakings in writing and such directors will be requested to undertake not 

to request or disclose such data, as per the terms of these undertakings. 

7.21 The Executive Director believes that the above undertakings will ensure that sensitive 

information pertaining to construction projects of both MSCL and GCC will not be shared 

amongst each other, through physical and electronic means, unless where projects are 

common. The Executive Director is of the view that these undertakings will ensure that there is 

proper ring fencing between the two companies and that they will exchange sensitive 

information which may result in market transparency to the detriment of competition. 

Views of competitors and clients on undertakings 

7.22 A non-confidential version of the undertakings was sent to competitors and clients of GCC and 

MSCL, who had expressed concerns on the proposed transaction, namely on its impact on 

competition in the relevant markets, during information gathering meetings and responses to 

information requests. They were invited to provide their views and whether there remain any 

concerns. However, the Competition Commission did not receive any comments or views on 

the non-confidential version of the undertakings from the competitors and clients in question 

by the set deadline. In consequence, it is understood that the competitors and clients whose 

views were sought, do not have any comments or concerns on the undertakings of IBL.  

Conclusion on assessment of Undertakings 

7.23 From the above assessment on the efficacy of undertakings submitted by IBL, the Executive 

Director is of the view that that the behavioural undertakings offered by IBL satisfactorily 

address the competition concerns that the Competition Commission had with the proposed 

transaction. 

7.24 IBL has also proposed to the Competition Commission a reporting mechanism whereby the 

implementation and enforcement of the undertakings by GCC and MSCL will be reported 
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accordingly within six (6) months from the completion of the proposed acquisition and 

thereafter every year for a period of three (3) years.  

7.25 The Executive Director believes that the reporting mechanism will enable the monitoring of the 

undertaking. Further pursuant to sections 6 and 65(3) of the Act, the Commission is empowered 

to monitor enforcement of the undertaking.  
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8. Conclusion and recommendations 

8.1 In view of the above assessment, it appears that the proposed transaction qualifies as a merger 

situation within the meaning of the Act, in that it will confer upon IBL ownership and control 

over GCC. The proposed transaction will bring under common control the enterprises already 

controlled by IBL, namely its subsidiaries, and in particular MSCL (including its subsidiary 

Systems Building Contracting Ltd) and of GCC. The proposed transaction is therefore likely to be 

a merger situation as per section 47 of the Act. 

8.2 The defined relevant markets are a) the market for the supply of building construction works by 

“Grade A” contractors in Mauritius, and b) the market for the supply of MEP works by “Grade 

A” contractors in Mauritius.  

8.3 It is estimated that the post-merger market share of GCC and MSCL will be [close to but less 

than 30%][Partly confidential to notifying parties] for the supply of building construction works 

services by “Grade A” contractors in Mauritius.  However, the market share of MSCL, including 

its subsidiaries in the supply of MEP works by “Grade A” contractors in Mauritius is about 

[>30%][Confidential to notifying parties]. As such, the market share threshold as per the Act is 

likely to be met.  

8.4 As the combined market share of the parties with respect to the overlapping market for the 

supply of building construction works by “Grade A” suppliers are not met, there is unlikely to 

be horizontal concerns within that market.  

8.5 However, the transaction will give rise to a conglomerate merger situation which could result 

in competition concerns.  

8.6 The two competition concerns expressed were namely: (i) potential leveraging of market power 

with respect to MEP works and building construction works, which may substantially lessen 

competition in both markets, and (ii) likelihood of increased transparency in the markets for the 

supply of building construction works and MEP works in Mauritius, through exchange of 

information during bidding exercises, leading to a potential lessening of competition. 

8.7 The concerns of the Executive Director were subsequently communicated to notifying parties 

who proposed undertakings to the Competition Commission. Following assessment of the 

undertakings, the Executive Director was of the preliminary view that the undertakings 

satisfactorily address the competition concerns that the proposed transaction may raise. 
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8.8 Nonetheless, the Executive Director was of the view that IBL should also commit on a reporting 

mechanism on the undertakings, as this will ensure that the Competition Commission is able to 

properly monitor the undertakings.  

8.9 In a letter dated the 10th February 2020 in response to the Provisional Report of Undertakings, 

IBL proposed to put in place a reporting mechanism for the implementation and enforcement 

of the undertakings. IBL will therefore report to the Competition Commission on the 

implementation and enforcement of the undertakings within six (6) months from the 

completion of the transaction and thereafter every year for a period of three (3) years. 

8.10 Therefore, the Executive Director recommend the Commission to accept the undertakings 

proposed by IBL in the context of the proposed transaction and to allow the proposed 

transaction to take place, subject to the undertakings.  
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